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CREATING HARMONIOUS INTERIORS WITH CHERISHED ARTWORKS REMAINS ONE OF DECOR’S MOST 
DELICATE BALANCING ACTS. HERE, THREE MIAMI DESIGNERS REVEAL THEIR RESPECTIVE APPROACHES

The Rothko or the Knoll?
text CHRISTOPHER DAY

CREATIVE 
DISCOURSE
WHEN IT COMES TO ART-CENTRIC 
INTERIORS, ESTABLISHING A 
DIALOGUE BETWEEN ARTWORK 
AND SPACE IS A DUNAGAN 
DIVERIO MUST

After a curator decided to place a Mickalene Thomas painting (If This Is 
Love) with a gold relief by John Miller (Is That All There Is?) in the dining 

room of this Miami Beach residence, the design team stepped in and  
furnished the room to enhance the bold art pieces. “It’s a modern take on 
a vintage Mediterranean home,” says Thomas Diverio. “We incorporated 

floating crown moldings, contemporary furnishings, and black metal.”
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above: Designers Charlotte Dunagan and 
Thomas Diverio far right: The sectional in 
this family room echoes the gray palette of 
the screen print on linen by David Noonan 
(Untitled) on the wall.

What’s the first thing you think of when you learn 

of a new commission that will have a significant art 

component? Diverio: When a client’s artwork is going 

to be involved in a project, we are both excited and 

challenged. That’s because most of our clients have 

valuable art collections that are both satisfying and 

captivating to work with.

Is helping clients curate an art collection from 

scratch something you do as well? Dunagan: Yes, 

and when clients choose to buy artwork, we 

suggest using a curator or established art gallery.

When incorporating a significant art collection is a 

major part of a design commission, what’s non-

negotiable? Diverio: Using a lighting designer. Fine 

art needs to be lit properly to assure its aesthetic. 

The painting that touched you emotionally in the 

gallery might not have the same effect if it’s bathed 

in shadows or blasted with sunlight. Professional 

lighting is meant to place your art at center stage  

so it’s enjoyed properly.

What other aspects regarding art do you keep front 

of mind? Dunagan: Placement, because it affects 

the choice of the furniture’s style, where it goes, 

and its size.

Is there a particular art medium that’s more 

challenging to work with? Diverio: We work with 

all genres of art. Often, a piece may need to be 

reframed to incorporate the design style of the 

space, but fine art, whether it’s classic or traditional, 

can blend well with any room’s interior.

Design is such a subjective discipline. What do you 

focus on when the art isn’t to your liking? Dunagan: 

Whether we like the artwork or not is irrelevant. We 

design around it and choose interior pieces that 

complement the art style. dunagandiverio.com


